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Are you ready for the global cabal’s ‘Plan B’? With Covid now a
fading memory, phase two of the Great Reset will surely ‘get your
attention’
The U.S. administration of Joe Biden is now fully engaged in stoking World War III, but

before any Americans can be sent to die in the Ukraine, we must feel more economic pain

here at home.
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If you haven’t already begun to feel it, you will soon. Gasoline has now reached an all-time

record high with a national average approaching $4.50 per gallon. Expect it to reach $5

within a week, and we all know how that will affect the price of everything else, from food

to hard goods to lumber, building supplies and automobiles.

Many sleepy Americans are just now starting to wake up to the fact that maybe this isn’t

just a temporary price spike, like the many other blips and dips we’ve seen in the past.

Some are actually having to consider quitting their jobs because they don’t make enough

money to justify the exorbitant fuel costs of driving to their place of employment. Watch

video below.

Biden’s handlers are singing and dancing. The long-awaited economic collapse is �nally

just around the corner. They don’t want to end the war in Ukraine, they want to use it.

And for that reason, it will not end anytime soon. No, it’s just getting started.

The next big move will be a major and crippling cyber attack on the U.S. infrastructure,

possibly knocking out power and derailing the banking system for months. When things

are brought back online, you will be “asked” to accept the new digital ID system that is

even now being prepared.

As I reported in October of last year, Archbishop Carlo Maria Vigano predicted that the

next phase of the globalists’ plan to implement the Great Reset would involve a “major cy-

ber attack” targeting the world’s banking and �nancial infrastructure. He no doubt came

to that conclusion because a few months earlier, in July 2021, a scripted cyberattack sim-

Gas prices break national record, metro Atlanta drivers fed up with rGas prices break national record, metro Atlanta drivers fed up with r……

https://leohohmann.com/2022/03/01/republican-governors-quietly-embracing-global-health-passport-beast-system/
http://admin.worldviewweekend.com/news/article/archbishop-vigano-warns-world-coming-cyber-attack-will-devastate-economies-target
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YswZeHEYuCE
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ulation called Cyber Polygon took place in Europe. Sponsored in part by the World

Economic Forum, it included the CEO of Sberbank, the deputy governor of the Bank of

Russia and the prime minister of the Russian Federation.

Now, �ve months later, suddenly everyone in the establishment media, and the Russians

themselves, are warning about the terrible likelihood of a Russian cyber attack.

So it probably will happen. When it does, expect to see widespread panic, people �ocking

to their banks only to be told their money is no longer accessible, suddenly the grocery

store shelves are empty, crime and chaos exploding everywhere. In a country already

horribly divided and confused as to what is truly going on, you’d better have a plan to

protect your family.

Remember what Bill Gates said about the next pandemic? He smirked and said that if you

were not suf�ciently afraid of Covid, the next pandemic, “that will get attention this time.”

Klaus Schwab, who is Gates’ buddy at the World Economic Forum, has given dire warn-

ings about a coming “comprehensive cyber attack” which he describes in terms of a “pan-

demic.” So how do we know that Gates was talking about another pathogenic virus when

he said the next one would get our attention? He could have been referring to a computer

virus or some sort or malware attack that would be released by Russia or China or some

other entity with the goal of bringing America to its knees.

Listen to what Schwab had to say below about the “frightening scenario” of a “cyber at-

tack that would bring a complete halt to the power supply, transportation, hospital ser-

https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/highlights-from-cyber-polygon-2021-301333916.html
https://www.technocracy.news/russia-threatens-cyberattacks-against-the-west/
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vices, our society as a whole.” He said this next attack on humanity will make Covid look

like “a small disturbance.”

The global predators’ war on humanity must be viewed as a series of strategically-engi-

neered waves designed to break down enemy strongholds, explains Patrick Wood, editor

in chief of Technocracy.news.

Covid was just the �rst installment, softening us up and preparing the battle�eld for an-

other wave of attacks.

“No war in history has been prosecuted with just a single attack,” Wood writes. “Thus,

COVID was one wave of attack. The next wave is most likely to be cyber-attack related.

There could be a fourth and a �fth.”

In other words, these evil predators will roll out as many attacks as it takes to bring down

the enemy, which is we the people and anyone who longs to live free and independently

of the almighty biosecurity state.

“The shock-and-awe of a cyberattack, shutting down key infrastructures, would create

panic and fear throughout the world, leading to the equivalent of the Patriot Act II,” Wood

states. “When the global technocrat elite suggest that the only way to overcome future

attacks is for everyone to have a digital identity, people will �ock to it by the billions. Save

us! Save us! they will cry.”

https://www.technocracy.news/analysis-large-scale-cyberattack-is-now-imminent/
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Many of the same people who bought the lies and lined up for their injections will soon be

lining up to get their universally recognized digital ID that allows them to travel, buy and

sell. This is the Great Reset. This is the beast system.

LeoHohmann.com is 100 percent reader supported and not beholden to any corporate ads

or sponsors. Please consider making a small donation to keep us online. You may send c/o

Leo Hohmann, PO Box 291, Newnan, GA 30264, or via credit card below.

Below is an excellent analysis by Brandon Smith at Alt-Market.us. He predicts the debili-

tating cyber attack will come before the end of this year, but I predict it will be sooner,

de�nitely before the November election. It will be the next phase in the grand Hegelian

dialectic, where the power elites create the problem, which causes people to cry out for a

solution, which they are all too ready to provide.

By Brandon Smith

In early 2021 at the height of media generated covid fear the World Economic Forum re-

leased a series of panel discussions and white papers outlining a “pandemic” of a com-

pletely different nature; what they referred to as an impending “cyber-attack with covid

like characteristics.” The program agenda at the WEF was titled “Cyber Polygon” and

headed with unsettling zeal by globalist Klaus Schwab.

The WEF and Schwab are best known for two things:

1) Their involvement in a war game called Event 201 which simulated the global spread of

a coronavirus pandemic. This simulation was held two months BEFORE the real thing

happened in early 2020 and a majority of the measures played out in the game were in

fact implemented almost immediately following the outbreak.

2) Klaus Schwab’s excited announcement that the pandemic was the perfect “opportu-

nity” to institute what he calls the “Great Reset” of the global economy along with the rise

https://www.paypal.com/donate/?cmd=_s-xclick&hosted_button_id=E2ZELB756QBMN&source=url
https://alt-market.us/a-large-scale-false-flag-cyber-attack-is-now-imminent/
https://alt-market.us/a-large-scale-false-flag-cyber-attack-is-now-imminent/
https://www.weforum.org/videos/a-cyber-attack-with-covid-like-characteristics
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AoLw-Q8X174
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2020/06/now-is-the-time-for-a-great-reset/
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of the Fourth Industrial Revolution, which is the complete centralization of world trade

and governance into a global socialist empire where you will “own nothing, have no pri-

vacy, and like it.”

The fact that the WEF was so prescient when it came to the covid pandemic was quite a

miracle. It was almost as if they knew it was going to happen, and their political friends in

various nations wasted no time carrying out their draconian mandate policies around the

world. But something happened that seemed to throw a monkey wrench into the plan –

Event 201 predicted an initial death toll of around 65 million people, but this didn’t hap-

pen. In fact, the median Infection Fatality Rate of covid was only 0.27%. Covid wasn’t

killing enough people, and the public was starting to question the ef�cacy of the lock-

downs, the useless mask rules and the need to take an experimental mRNA vaccine with

no long term testing to prove its safety.

In the US speci�cally, conservative states began to rise up and block the covid agenda.

Today, the CDC and the Federal Government have declared the removal of most man-

dates and even leftist blue states are beginning to relent. However, most conservative red

states have been without mandates for well over a year to a year-and-a-half. We’ve been

without restrictions this whole time, and the government is acting as if they have just “al-

lowed us” to be free again.

The truth is, the globalists at the WEF and their partners abroad FAILED in their efforts to

institute medical tyranny, at least in the US and in certain parts of Europe. The agenda

collapsed because the science was against them in every respect. They had nothing. With

99.7% of people safe from covid, it was impossible to engineer enough fear in enough of

the population to get them to relinquish their freedoms.

So, for those of us that have been tracking these events carefully, the alarm bells really

started ringing when the WEF switched gears and suddenly shifted focus to a cyber-at-

tack narrative. Was this Plan-B?

In April of 2021 I published an article titled ‘The Globalists Will Need Another Crisis In

America As Their Reset Agenda Fails.’ In that article I outlined the most likely scenarios for

the next disaster event, which included war in Ukraine as well as a global cyber-attack

that disrupts the supply chain. In that article I stated:

“The media and the Biden Administration are very busy trying to create tensions with

Russia over Ukraine. There are renewed tensions between Iran and Israel and continued

destabilization by the West in Syria. And, a rising danger of confrontation with China over

Taiwan…

https://www.forbes.com/sites/worldeconomicforum/2016/11/10/shopping-i-cant-really-remember-what-that-is-or-how-differently-well-live-in-2030/?sh=293aaf041735
https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2020.05.13.20101253v2
https://alt-market.us/globalists-will-need-another-crisis-in-america-as-their-reset-agenda-fails/
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There is … a narrative advantage to global tensions; when presented with a foreign threat,

are Americans more likely to reject notions of rebellion against government trespasses? I

have no doubt that the establishment will try to claim the liberty movement is not a move-

ment for freedom, but an “astro-turf” movement created by the Russians to destabilize

America. This has been the leftist media propaganda strategy for years now; so why would

they stop?”

In June of 2021 I wrote more speci�cally on the suspicious nature of Cyber Polygon in my

article ‘Cyber Polygon: Will The Next Globalist War Game Lead To Another Convenient

Catastrophe?’ Then in July of 2021 I wrote an article titled ‘What If The Next Major Cyber

Attack Targeted The Internet?’ In it I made this observation:

“In June of this year there was an internet outage event that led to large swaths of the web

going dark, including a number of mainstream news sites, Amazon, eBay, Twitch, Reddit

and a host of government websites went down. All this happened when content delivery net-

work (CDN) company Fastly experienced a bug. Although Amazon had its website back on-

line within 20 minutes, the brief outage cost the company over $5.5 million in sales (and

that’s just one website!).

Fastly identi�ed and �xed the problem within two hours, and continues to claim the outage

had nothing to do with a cyberattack. However, it did reveal a huge vulnerability for the in-

ternet (what von Clausewitz would’ve called a schwerpunkt). A large portion of the web is

dependent on only three CDN companies, including Fastly.

Here is what concerns me: If there was a cyberattack on such weak points in the web, and

the attack involved a malicious worm or other highly infectious weapon, then Klaus Schwab

could very well get his cyber pandemic.”

Today, the war tensions with Russia are now about to over�ow and I suspect it’s only a

matter of time before China also begins operations against Taiwan. But there is a much

bigger threat on the horizon. I have little doubt at this stage that a false �ag attack on the

US or Europe (or both) is now imminent, and what I mean by “false �ag” is that the attack

will be designed to bene�t the globalists and not necessarily the country that is blamed

for it.

As I have noted in the past, Vladimir Putin is a long time associate of numerous globalists.

His friendship with New World Order ghoul Henry Kissinger started decades ago and

they continue to meet for regular lunches as Kissinger acts as an adviser to multiple

branches of the Kremlin. Putin has also maintained a steady relationship to the WEF

and Russia even joined Klaus Schwab’s Fourth Industrial Revolution Network just last year.

https://alt-market.us/cyberpolygon-will-the-next-globalist-war-game-lead-to-another-convenient-catastrophe/
https://alt-market.us/what-if-the-next-major-cyberattack-targeted-the-internet/
https://www.wired.com/story/fastly-cdn-internet-outages-2021/
https://www.repricerexpress.com/amazon-statistics/
https://www.fastly.com/blog/summary-of-june-8-outage
https://www.fastcompany.com/823545/got-schwerpunkt
https://www.nytimes.com/2012/01/20/world/europe/henry-kissinger-to-meet-with-vladimir-putin-in-russia.html
https://www.weforum.org/press/2021/10/russia-joins-centre-for-the-fourth-industrial-revolution-network/
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The claim the Putin is anti-globalist is a lie, he is deeply involved in the globalist system

and always has been.

The globalists are playing BOTH SIDES of the Ukraine con�ict. This is reality. It’s very im-

portant to understand and accept this fact otherwise you will not be able to grasp the

events that happen next.

Putin recently threatened western governments with a reprisal the likes of which they

have never seen before if they try to interfere in Ukraine. The problem is that many in the

mainstream and alternative media automatically assumed this was a threat of nuclear

war. I don’t think this is what Putin was referring to. I have another theory…

The globalists are unlikely to spend the past several decades building up one of the most

complex technocratic control grids in history to track and dominate the public only to

then annihilate it all in the blink of an eye with nukes. A post-nuke environment would be

impossible for them to control.  What is more likely, in my view, is a massive cyber-attack

that targets the functionality of the internet itself, and it would have to happen relatively

soon.

The amount of economic and business operations tied to the web is staggering. Even if

the internet was to go down for a mere two weeks, the repercussions to our markets and

to our supply chain would be devastating. By extension, the bene�ts to the globalists

would be immense. They could implement �lters and �rewalls on any part of the web

they don’t like (including the alternative media) and claim that this is to protect the inter-

net from possible sources of viral spread. They could whittle the web down to only a

handful of approved corporate and government sites all in the name of protecting the in-

tegrity of the net.

Furthermore, such an attack would be a perfect scapegoat for the already crashing econ-

omy and rising in�ation. At that point, the central banks that are truly responsible for our

�nancial instability could simply say that everything was “about to go back to normal” un-

til (Russia or China) spread the cyber-virus. And, maybe Russia will be involved, but it will

not be Putin that gives the order, it will be his globalist partners behind the curtain.

The hype machine surrounding Ukraine is in overdrive right now. It’s a little bizarre to me

how much panic and indignance is being drummed up. It’s as if people have forgotten that

the US government just spent well over a decade devastating a country like Iraq for no

good reason. No one seems to be mentioning the hypocrisy of demanding all out war

against Russia when US campaigns in Iraq killed hundreds of thousands of civilians and

very few countries batted an eye about it.
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Clearly, the controlled media is trying to convince the western people to support direct

military confrontation with Russia over a con�ict that has nothing to do with us. There

are even numerous GOP neo-cons out there (Lindsay Graham, I’m looking at you) cam-

paigning for true conservatives to go along with a war footing. I don’t think it’s gaining

much traction, but what has worked as an effective manipulation against conservatives in

the past?

The globalists need another Pearl Harbor – A 9/11 attack or something even bigger. They

need something that will enrage the American population, speci�cally conservatives.

They need a crisis of epic proportions to lure us into an emotional response and the

abandonment of logic. They also need a scapegoat disaster that they can use to lay the

blame for the impending economic crisis.

I predict this event will come in the form of a large-scale cyber attack, and the escalation

of events suggests to me that they will try to implement such an attack in the near term.

Perhaps within the next couple of months and certainly before the year is over.

This is not about Russia. It’s not about Ukraine. The real war is between free peoples and

the globalists. When they are removed and their puppets are removed, the majority of

these disasters will stop. As long as they remain in power, the crisis events will only accel-

erate and increase in frequency until they �nd something that works; something that

makes most people willing to give up their liberties in exchange for the false promise of

security.

Read full story here…
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kgazin

March 8, 2022 at 11�42 pm

Well, for me these deranged control-pukes have failed in regards to a hypodermic needle

�lled with anti-freeze and aunt fanny particles and satan semen and any 11 inch Qtips. I

can assuredly predict their failure in forcing any Cyber-digital-ID B.S upon me or my im-

mediate family, and your day is coming you Near-sighted-Fat-hoppity toad Klaud hopper

ButtShwaab and your time is almost up too Mister-smelly-Billionaire- Smirking Turd-

faced Gates of hell, (billy goats)… you Wicked s.O.B….. Murdering demon!

And… what in the world is his ugly Ex-wife up to trying to convince us sheeple she recog-

nizes evil such as Jeffery Epstein?…. Is she (Or IT ) trying to save her reputation by admit-

ting how bewildered she was / is by Billy’s friendship with this strange man.

SK BABCOX

March 8, 2022 at 11�57 pm

Hey Leo, So…. What the heck can we do? How do we prepare for this?

>

leohohmann

March 9, 2022 at 12�21 am

Don’t keep most of your money in the banking system for starters. Stock up on food and

water. If you have a one month’s supply in your house, work toward a two month supply.

If you have a two month’s supply work toward a four month’s supply. Get some �ve gal-

lon gas cans, at least two or three, and �ll them up. Also shore up your home security.

Lynn A Peters

March 10, 2022 at 1�54 pm

“Don’t keep most of your money in the banking system…..’ What do we do with it?
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leohohmann

March 10, 2022 at 3�08 pm

Invest it into hard assets, long term food and water storage, precious metals, genera-

tors, alcohol, medical supplies, use your imagination regarding other things people

will need or want in an increasingly collapsing society. I’m not saying you need to take

it all out of your bank but don’t keep it all in there, only as much as you can afford to

lose. And also please consider that I am not a �nancial adviser, I am just telling you

what I personally would do, based on what I know about the goals of the digital reset,

if I had a large stash of money or life’s savings in the bank.

Lynn A Peters

March 11, 2022 at 12�24 am

Thank you. We are hog and grain farmers so we have to keep money in the bank to pay

bills. 🙂 Any extra we have personally though your ideas are good to remember and I

appreciate it.

john shaphat

March 9, 2022 at 4�40 pm

SK BABCOX:

March 8, 2022 at 11�57 pm

The Marxist Beast’s ‘Plan A’ is to digitally-mark human souls, from womb to tomb,

within Socialism’s abominable global Security System. With the Beast’s Covid ‘Plan B’

now a fading memory, phase three of the Great Reset will surely get your attention. Are

you ready for the Luciferian global cabal’s ‘Plan C’?

monica
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March 9, 2022 at 12�29 am

Thank you, Leo, for decoding the chaos! Excellent read as always. You are my main source

of news and preparedness planning.👍

Annemarie

March 9, 2022 at 1�52 am

I believe a false �ag is also imminent; however, many many more conservatives have awo-

ken to the evil intents of traitors within our own government, who have aligned them-

selves with the globalists. We have our eyes open now, with many even realizing 9-11

wasn’t anything we were told. The Powers That Be will have a much harder time pulling

the wool over our eyes this time; particularly after the farce that was Covid. I’d like to

think we’ve grown and see the true evil lurking behind each “exercise”… be it the bio

weapon planning exercise which turned into Covid or Cyber PolyCON which WILL turn

into some purposeful cyber takedown by those who hate humanity. How dare we keep

breathing their rari�ed air!

guy

March 12, 2022 at 8�44 pm

Sadly, you’re living in an illusion. Americans, generally speaking, haven’t a clue what’s re-

ally going down nor do they really care. Leo’s claim that Putin is a ‘Globalist’ is just as

valid and Trump being one also, which could be true. The con is bigger and broader

then most think, Never forget the main goal of the ‘scamdemic’ was to get everyone on

board with the ‘jabs’ and the ‘jab passports’. Trump was used to promote the ‘jabs’ and

state they were effective and save. He’s one of them folks!

Rachel Nichols

March 14, 2022 at 8�34 pm

If Trump had not touted his Trump shots repeatedly, a lot of conservatives would not

have taken them. Way too few Patriots know what’s going on. Not imaginative enough
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and too nice and reasonable to believe anyone could act the way Bill Gates does.

Plus a lot of Conservatives venerate the wealthy. Thinking great wealth is a token of

great virtue from God Himself. This fallacy blinds them to the corruption among those

who control everything and corrupt everyone below them.

heeearingwithheart

March 9, 2022 at 3�01 am

Reblogged this on Heeearing With Heart and commented:

Thankfully…

the Rapture is also imminent!

Maranatha! 😇🙏✝🎶💜

“The global predators’ war on humanity must be viewed as a series of strategically-engi-

neered waves designed to break down enemy strongholds, explains Patrick Wood, editor

in chief of Technocracy.news.”

Michael Peppe

March 9, 2022 at 11�45 am

When I look at Schwab, I think, “If that’s not Dr. Strangelove, I don’t know who is”.

Rachel Nichols

March 14, 2022 at 8�39 pm

If you want to hear a man who sounds even more like Peter Sellers’s Strangelove look up

Dr. Harrari. “Humawns are hawkable animals.”

It’s sort of funny to hear them discuss “humawns” as though we’re a separate species

they struggle to understand.

“Greetings normal human earth children. I too am a normal human worm baby just like

you. Pay no attention to me. Carry on.”
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Rick R

March 9, 2022 at 1�46 pm

Leo thanks for your hard work and exposing the lies of media. As a believer in Jesus Christ

, my faith is in Gods sovereignty over my life. I have seen God do miracles and His plans

for His Church and Israel will come to fruition.

As Psalm 2 states, when the nations conspire against Him, He is on His throne laughing. I

Know Gods righteous right will uphold me.

boudicaus

March 9, 2022 at 2�59 pm

Reblogged this on boudica.us.

ScottH

March 9, 2022 at 3�04 pm

The biggest obstacle to their plans is the dollar.

Right now, the dollar is under massive attack. Russia-Ukraine provides perfect cover to

start dismantling the underpinnings of the dollar as the global currency.

How to persuade someone to give up the dollar? Not likely.

cash = freedom, privacy. Digital currency = enslavement, scrutiny.

It must be destroyed. Hyperin�ation is the goal. (maybe)

We have the textbook conditions for hyperin�ation to happen right now.

Cyber attacks that focus on helping this process along will be used.

We had a taste of it last year with the attack on the oil pipeline and the beef supply.

A sustained assault will cause many to liquidate all their assets in order to survive.

If they can destroy the dollar and reset with digital currency, the digital id will be just an

extension of the currency system that is used to access “your” money.

Now get the “vaccine”, let me stimulate your brains pleasure area with our 5G.

This is kind of nice. I don’t know why I ever fought against this in the �rst place.
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ScottH

March 9, 2022 at 3�41 pm

Addendum

Wait, somethings wrong, It’s starting to hurt. It feels like my head is going to ……

“CONNECTION TERMINATED”

Digital Currency Account Transfer Complete, New Account Balance $0.00

Bio-reclamation unit on route, ETA 2 minutes.

Estimated Salvage Value: 145 credits.

Pingback: Are you ready for the global cabal’s ‘Plan B’? With Covid now a fading memory,

phase two of the Great Reset will surely ‘get your attention’ | Serve Him in the Waiting

Chuck Morrison

March 9, 2022 at 5�43 pm

I don’t believe we’re seeing “plan B”. THEY have one very well-laid plan, and THEY’RE fol-

lowing it. It’s easy to discern: just realize that the current goal for this phase of the plan is

the destruction of Bretton Woods, and by extension the US Dollar, and naturally, the US

itself.

It’s even easier to discern the scope of their depravity when you constantly remind your-

self that Biden, Obama, the Bush’s, the Clintons, Donald and Ivanka, Gavin Newsom, Vlad

Putin, Boris Johnson, Prince Charlie, and KLAUS SCHWAB!!, are all best-buddies-best-

palsie-walsies-forever-and-ever.

Most people simply don’t have the stomach to do what would have to be done to stop

this..The Christian response is to point out the horror and depravity of the Elites’ Sins,

and call for Repentance, with the warning that Judgement is already begun. But we don’t

see much of that either; just a lot of handwringing, or worse: going with the propaganda.

THEY want the Christian people to die, and according to Revelation, many will be killed

for their testimony of Jesus as the New World Order emerges. As for the Republic, it’s al-

ready dead, and anyone genuinely trying to revive it will be labelled a terrorist, and de-

stroyed one way or another. HIS will be done; even so, amen.
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Rachel Nichols

March 14, 2022 at 8�51 pm

How come most of the resistance comes from freedom loving seculars? According to

Revelation 13 only Christians will refuse.

And these elites want to kill almost everyone who isn’t elite. Not just Christians.

This discrepancy does not seem like a direct ful�llment of Rev. 13. And my amillinneal

friends have pointed out that this prophecy was ful�lled long ago under one or more of

the Roman emperors. Not sure what to think.

Repentance is what is needed. My problem with Clay Clark is the lack of sorrow and re-

pentance at his tours. Just “Get OUR man in the WH and it will be �ne. Make America

great again. Forget about holiness.”

Shouldn’t holiness be what we seek above “greatness”? Shouldn’t we seek God’s favor

rather than wealth and power as a nation? America is in its death throes but no one on

the Patriots’ side will acknowledge this. Sad, because they could still save themselves,

their households, their local churches, maybe even their communities…Or at least save

their souls. But they prefer denial.

I don’t burn �ags or curse my native land in the streets. But America is as good as fallen.

Beth G

March 9, 2022 at 7�18 pm

The New World Order is prophecy being ful�lled – everything that is happening is on

God’s timetable. He is on the throne and has already told us in advance in His Word what

is going to happen. Therefore, we know that the next major prophetic events before the

world government is fully established are the Rapture and then the Gog Magog War. So

what can we do? Stay close to Jesus, encourage one another in the faith, and be salt and

light in a dying world. Share the Gospel with those who are lost, hold back those who are

stumbling to the slaughter. We don’t have much time before the Father tells His Son to go

get His Bride!

Pingback: Are you ready for the global cabal’s ‘Plan B’? With Covid now a fading memory,

phase two of the Great Reset will surely ‘get your attention’ | The United West
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Pingback: Are you ready for the global cabal’s ‘Plan B’? With Covid now a fading memory,

phase two of the Great Reset will surely ‘get your attention’ – LeoHohmann.com – Trevis

Dampier Ministries

Bonnie Hawkins

March 10, 2022 at 12�42 am

Truth.

Leethal

March 10, 2022 at 2�17 am

We all know the left always tell you beforehand what they are gonna do. It’s a trait of

theirs. So this is planned and they are telling you how much they hate your guts and will

UCKF you up.

You seen this with people that HATE your guts at some point in your life. Same thing.

john shaphat

March 10, 2022 at 4�32 pm

March 10, 2022 at 1�54 pm

Lynn A Peters says: “Don’t keep most of your money in the banking system…..’ What do we

do with it?

What we wise virgins in Christ’s holy Bride do with it, is to obey His following instruction

—

Jesus told a parable: “A rich man had a fertile farm that produced �ne crops. He said to

himself, ‘What should I do? I don’t have room for all my crops.’ Then he said, ‘I know! I’ll

tear down my barns and build bigger ones. Then I’ll have room enough to store all my

wheat and other goods. And I’ll sit back and say to myself, “My friend, you have enough

stored away for years to come. Now take it easy! Eat, drink, and be merry!”’ “But God said

to him, ‘You fool! You will die this very night. Then who will get everything you worked
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for?’ “Yes, a person is a fool to bank up earthly wealth but not have a rich relationship

with God.”

Then, turning to his disciples, Jesus said, “That is why I tell you not to worry about every-

day life—whether you have enough food to eat or enough clothes to wear. For life is more

than food, and your body more than clothing. Look at the ravens. They don’t plant or har-

vest or store food in barns, for God feeds them. And you are far more valuable to Him

than any birds! Can all your worries add a single moment to your life? And if worry can’t

accomplish a little thing like that, what’s the use of worrying over bigger things?

“Look at the lilies and how they grow. They don’t work or make their clothing, yet

Solomon in all his glory was not dressed as beautifully as they are. And if God cares so

wonderfully for �owers that are here today and thrown into the �re tomorrow, He will

certainly care for you. Why do you have so little faith in God your Father?

“And don’t be concerned about what to eat and what to drink. Don’t worry about such

things. These things dominate the thoughts of unbelievers all over the world, but your

Father already knows your needs. Seek the Kingdom of God above all else, and He will

give you everything you need. “So don’t be afraid, little �ock. For it gives your Father

great happiness to give you the Kingdom. “Sell your possessions and give to those in

need. This will store up treasure for you in heaven! And the purses of heaven never get

old or develop holes. Your treasure will be safe; no thief can steal it and no moth can de-

stroy it. Wherever your treasure is banked, there the desires of your heart will also be.

(Luke 12�16-)

leohohmann

March 10, 2022 at 6�37 pm

Ecclesiastes says there is a time for everything. Joseph knew this and stored up during

times of plenty. Why? Not just to hoard things for himself but so he could help provide

for others when the dry, lean times arrived. This is just my opinion. You have a right to

disagree with it. I do believe we need to trust God but does that mean we don’t make

any preparations for what we know is coming?

john shaphat
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March 10, 2022 at 8�42 pm

RE: This is just my opinion. You have a right to disagree with it. I do believe we need to

trust God but does that mean we don’t make any preparations for what we know is

coming?

Leo, your godly opinion is shared by like-minded members of Christ’s Bride who are

wise stewards over the possessions God has placed in their hands. Reading further in

Luke 12�36— the Bridegroom admonishes His Bride (who obediently came out of the

Beast’s global ‘City of Destruction’) to be prepared for His sudden return. Christ’s wise

virgins in this apostate Digital Age refuse to be digitally marked and enslaved within

the Beast’s Social Security System. Therefore, without a SS#, they cannot obtain a

Global Village banking account into which the Lord’s �nances can be deposited for

‘safe keeping’. Neither can they obtain a banking credit card that enables them to buy

and sell in the Beast’s cashless global e-commerce. Nevertheless, with their over�lled

lamps brightly burning, they are joyfully prepared to faithfully endure the next few

years of persecution through the great tribulation.

Luke 12�35—Jesus said: “Be dressed for service and keep your lamps burning, as

though you were waiting for your master to return from the wedding feast. Then you

will be ready to open the door and let him in the moment he arrives and knocks. The

servants who are ready and waiting for his return will be rewarded. I tell you the truth,

he himself will seat them, put on an apron, and serve them as they sit and eat! He may

come in the middle of the night or just before dawn. But whenever he comes, he will

reward the servants who are ready.”

Rachel Nichols

March 14, 2022 at 8�59 pm

Lots of the pre tribbers are acting like the church Paul condemned in 2 Thessalonians

3. He wasn’t thrilled to see them quitting their jobs and donning ascension robes to

eat popcorn and watch the sky on a hillside.

Allen T

March 11, 2022 at 6�46 pm
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YES!!! THIS is the God that has shown His hand of provision time after time

sk

March 11, 2022 at 4�54 pm

Hopefully these guys pay their security very very well.

Pingback: UPA Report 3.13.22 As Putin destroys Ukraine, Biden is destroying America : ::

United Patriots of America ::

watchman73

March 13, 2022 at 11�52 am

Reblogged this on By the Blood of the Lamb.

john shaphat

March 13, 2022 at 9�08 pm

RE: Reblogged this on By the Blood of the Lamb.

We must follow the Lord’s command in Revelation 18�4, for time is so very short. The

souls of many foolish virgins in Christ’s Bride have idolatrously become dependent-

wards within the Marxist Beast’s Socialistic Security System. Bewitched by the strong

delusion of the Beast’s Humanistic Social-Justice gospel, they believe that Christ’s virgin

Bride should only try to reach the lost (i.e. the Devil’s reprobate children of darkness)

with love, peace, and harmony. However, Gordon King rejects their humanist gospel and

declares they are not speaking the truth! And watchman73, in likeminded agreement,

has said: “So true!”

There is an insidious social battle being waged by Democracy’s Angel of Light for luke-

warm Laodicean virgins within Christ’s Bride, whose souls are digitally marked with
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Socialism’s abominable Security Number. Enslaved within Socialism’s Orwellian techno-

cratic system, these foolish virgins do not understand why the Bridegroom declares He

has hatefully vomited them out of His mouth. The Devil’s reprobate swine (i.e. tares,

goats, foolish virgins) inherently hate the life-saving Word of God’s precious pearls, and

therefore they will blasphemously trample upon the true love and peace of Christ’s

gospel commandment.

Unless LORD Potter graciously removes the unrepentant, reprobate ‘old wineskin’ heart

of a clay vessel (i.e. beloved Jacob), and replaces it with a repentant obedient ‘new wine-

skin’ heat that is �lled with the New Wine of His Holy Spirit, a clay vessel (i.e. accursed

Esau) will never be convicted unto repentance and be honorably born again (Ezekiel

36�25-27).

Many Socially Secured ‘Christians’ do not fear God. They are receiving another social

gospel from the Angel of Light’s harlot (501c3) Laodicean Church. It’s soft and easy and

requires no repentance/change in their living. It’s our calling to warn Uncle Sam’s

strongly deluded people: there’s a nuclear holocaust approaching. God bless and

MARANATHA!

Pingback: BREAKING PROPHECY ALERT: BEAR RAPTURE PROPHECY INCHES CLOSER –

RUSSIAN MISSILE STRIKE OCCURS NEAR POLISH BORDER AS U.S. WARNS RUSSIA OF

FULL FORCE NATO RESPONSE – END TIMES: DARKNESS DESCENDING

Frank M

March 15, 2022 at 12�25 am

Turn your eyes upon Jesus , look close in to His wonderful face

Kayjae

March 15, 2022 at 8�22 am

America has been slowly turned away from its elected representational governance into

governance by various private corporate entities beginning with our Federal Reserve

System (established 1913). Before the establishment of the Fed, our monetary system was
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supposed to be overseen by Congress, according to our Constitution. But our corrupted

representatives willy-nilly gave that job away. Just one thing of many things of our

Founding Fathers’ self-governing independence that has been lost over the years. Another

thing that has been lost is the public face of our foreign policy—that is, we have not been

led in our foreign policy by our elected representatives but by secret cabals and their bu-

reaucracies, such as the CIA which has been working for Deep State military-industrial

agendas for years. These cabals have often placed our nation in jeopardy by wasteful wars

and costly overseas colonies (called military bases) and unhealthy alliances, all of which

�nanced by a Federal Reserve dollar that has been hyperin�ated almost to the breaking

point. The only thing now that keeps us from being reduced to buying a loaf of bread with

a dump truck full of worthless dollars is the dollar’s current global reserve status. We have

lived on war for decades. But that status is about to change—the US is losing its super-

power hegemony and with it, its unipolar monetary hegemony. That’s been brought on by

our corrupt and irresponsible warmongering leadership especially now over the Ukraine,

a con�ict that is our creation. It feeds the race as to whom in the world can most quickly

establish a digital currency that will institute new monetary hegemonies run by cabals of

soulless technocrats. China already has a digital currency; Biden has recently announced

the start of the US digital currency. What values are these based on?? It’s not gold or na-

tional production capabilities, but some kind of totalitarian control mechanisms to

achieve complete transparency and control of every detail of life on the planet. How can

allow ourselves to be denominated in this way? How can we keep free? Our supplies of

dried food won’t last forever. We haven’t developed our independent supply chains. How

good are your gardening skills?? (It’s not as easy as you think) And we’re so divided among

ourselves—on almost every issue and manipulated by an hysterical and unethical media.

We are functioning at cross purposes in every way. So, when the time comes, most people

will be swallowed up in the Great Reset—and that willingly in some vain quest for peace

and normalcy. “It’s later than you think”, as Fr Seraphim Rose used to say. To be free, we

must not fear. We have to prepare to walk a much different way than we have in the past,

if we want a different destiny than one planned for us by evil cabals. Our mindset has to

remain radically “different” from that required by the Great Reset. The past examples of

the saints should guide us how to live. https://off-guardian.org/2022/03/14/10-signs-

the-war-in-ukraine-is-part-of-the-great-reset/

Rachel Nichols

March 15, 2022 at 12�54 pm

I have lost all patience with those who choose to believe the wicked liars running the

MSM. Including those who self-identify as Christians. They must be moral reprobates
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themselves to prefer lies to truth. They will be swallowed up by their Satanic NWO. The

choice they already made by listening to the voice of the serpent.

The sad thing is so many godly Christians I know have no idea what is happening. I have

to try to inform them.

I feel so alone in my knowledge, but just enough are willing to listen to what I say. Not

laugh or dismiss it as craziness.

We must be willing to live very differently. My gardening skills are not good.

I know I’ll likely starve since I’ve always been a loser at everything I try and am not

strong or clever enough to homestead by myself. And I have no one looking out for me

except my aging parents. Both living in denial.

But better dead than dragged into what They have planned. I just pray I have the grace

to starve to death. I don’t see scriptural evidence for a “Rapture.” The same people foist-

ing that told me that God would give me a husband and kids (when the Time was right.)

He never did and I’m pushing 50.

I don’t see why we should be without fear. I am terri�ed. But of the cabal.

And God has let unspeakable horrors befall His faithful in the past. He has let horrible

things happen to me personally–which is why my health is so damaged. Why should

now be any different?

Fear is just being rational as opposed to denying reality. The only fearless people I know

of�ine have no idea what’s going on in the world.

kayjae

March 15, 2022 at 3�28 pm

Rachel–I feel your pain. And you are not a loser–you got this far in life, that means a

lot–so give yourself credit. Yes, We live in fearful times, but don’t give in to fear. I

know from experience and from reading about the effect of fear on the fearful that

fear leads to despair and despair to sin and death of the soul. The Bible repeatedly

says “Fear Not!” and to trust God. So now we are entering a season where we must ac-

tually learn that. To be without fear is not to deny reality–because those who deny re-

ality are the most fearful. They simply have shut themselves down. They are unwilling

to look into the abyss and do what’s necessary to stay out of it or properly cope with it

to get one’s integrity. Wilful ignorance is not bliss, it just delays feeling the pain of the

consequences. If we study the lives of the saints (many of whom endured martyrdom

and many privations that we cannot imagine), we can get a sense of what they did to

overcome fear. Their fearless example to stand with Christ against the evil of their

times, no matter what it cost, was ultimately what converted the Roman Empire and

much of the world to Christianity. Because there is no one more fearful than those
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who believe God does not exist and that they are all alone in a hostile world where

only Fate rules–which is the darkness that the pagan world then was sunk into. They

needed to see true fearlessness that was �lled with hope. life and compassion, not the

pagan stoic indifference to pain. Hope this helps. Stay strong and constant in prayer.

God will show you the way.

john shaphat

March 15, 2022 at 5�34 pm

Kayjae:

March 15, 2022 at 8�22 am

To be set free from our fear-driven slavery within the Marxist Beast’s abominable

Socialistic Security System, we must repent and obey Christ’s gospel commandment in

Revelation 18�4-. He promises to victoriously lead His obedient ‘Christian Pilgrims’ out of

Sodom’s global ‘City of Destruction’ and into eternal life. Therefore, they joyfully take up

their daily cross and faithfully follow their Good Shepherd’s radical ‘narrow path’ that

ascends into His Heavenly kingdom.

Socialism’s Masonic ‘Broadway’ is a demonic delusion that leads many foolish virgins in

Christ’s Bride to eternal destruction. This is the destiny, that is planned by the Beast’s

evil cabals, for foolish virgins who are socially secured within the Angel of Light’s harlot

(501c3) Laodicean Church. A wise virgin’s Christ-like mindset is antithetically “different”

from the carnal mindset of a foolish virgin, who is a digitally-marked member of the

Beast’s Great Reset within Sodom’s Global Village. The courageous examples of the

saints (i.e. Daniel, Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego) should guide us on how to live in

Christ’s fearless Holy Spirit.
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